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Unit 4.2 and Unit 4, 3 

 A-Vocabulary:              

  Question 1:  (Multiple Choices): 
                        Choose the correct choice for every question. 

  

Something that is ………………………… is private and out of view. 1. 

(D)  secluded (C)  hesitation (B) reluctant (A) forbidden   

                           

 

………………………………….. is a quick look at something.  2. 

(D) Stunned (C) Glimpse (B) Behavior (A) Secluded   

A person who is ……………..…, is shocked or overwhelmed. 3. 

(D)  secluded 

 

(C) behavior (B)  stunned (A) arroyo  

Good audience …………….. includes listening. 

 

4.  

(D)  elegant (C)  hesitation (B) reluctant (A) behavior       

                          c-

 

During the hot summer an ………… may dry up.  5. 

(D)  arroyo 

 

(C) blared (B)  reluctant (A) hesitation  

…………………… is stirring up or causing excitement. 6. 

(D)  Arousing (C) Behavior (B)  Glimpse (A) Stunned         

           c-tasty       

 

The kitten ………………in to my bed. 

 

7. 

(D) arroyo (C) behavior (B) nestled (A)  arousing  

There was an ………………………smell in the room. 8. 

(D) unpleasant (C) glimpse (B) nestled (A)  arroyo  

James ………..………….agreed to play in the game. 

•

9. 

(D)unenthusiastically (C) compelled (B) prevailing (A) humanity  

.………………means to accomplish something that you set out to do 10

.  
(D) Forbidden (C) Gossiped (B) Succeed (A)  Blared  

A person who doesn’t show respect is …………………...  11

. (D)  succeed (C) nestled (B) disrespectful (A) unpleasant  

…………………… means relating to a president. 12

. 
(D) Blared  

 

 

(C) Elegant (B)  Gossiped (A) Presidential  
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I could not pay attention because I was …………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

13 

(D) preoccupied (C) reluctant (B)  blared (A) mischievous  

Mom ……………. us to do our homework before going outside to play. 14

. (D) prevailing (C) compelled (B) humanity (A)  unheeded  

Sara caught a ……………………….. of the cabin through the trees. 15

. (D) forbidden (C) glimpse (B) hesitation (A) blared  

To do something…………………. means to do it without a strong interest.     16

.  (D) unheeded (C) enlightened (B) blared  (A) unenthusiastically

  

 

Question 2: (Pairing Questions) 

Match the pictures from column (1) with the appropriate word from   
column (2).  

Column (2) Column (1) 

(A) preoccupied 

1)          

(B)  grownup                                  

2)                

(C)  minute 

3)                 

 

(D)  desert 

4)  

           

(E )  secluded 

5)                        

 

(F)  stunned 

       6)                    

(G)  arroyo 

         7)                
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Question 2:  A. Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the box:  

 

 

1. They caught only a …..…………. or the rare bird before it flew away. 
2. The children walked through the garden without ……………………. the  
3. skunk. 

4. The strong smell left Carlos ……………… 

5. James ………………..….agreed to play in the game. 
6. ………………means to accomplish something that you set out to do. 
7. A person who doesn’t show respect is …………………...  

 

B. Write your own sentence for the given words: 

a. behavior: ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. compelled: .…………….. …………………………………………..……………………………… 

                    

(H)  succeed 

         8)          

( I)   conflict 

        9)      

(J)    enlightened    

       10)                

(K)  counter 

      11)         

(L)   lawyer 

      12)         

(M)   caution       13)      

(N)  blared        

 (O)  district  

 (P)  trousers  

(Q)    unheeded  

(R)   joint  

glimpse - arousing - stunned - unenthusiastically – succeed - disrespectful 
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C. On the line, write the vocabulary word from the box that best replaces the 

underlined word or phrase. To help you choose, clues are given beside each 

sentence. 

 

Noun Adjective Verb 

arroyo 

 

secluded 

nestled 

presidential 

preoccupied 

compelled 

succeed 

1- Gloria climbed in and out of the gully made by a stream. (clue: noun) 

………………………….. 
2- Wild animals like to nest in places that are hidden from view.  (clue: adjective) 

………………………….. 
3- Snuggled comfortably under the bushes, the little raccoon was sound asleep. 

(clue: adjective) …………………………… 

4- Skunks use their disagreeable smell to defend themselves. (clue: adjective) 

……………………….. 
5- Candidates encourage people to cast their ballots in (clue: for the president) 

races. ………………………………. 
6- Even if we are (clue: thinking about other things), we should take the time to 

vote. ………………………………….. 
7- In the United States, no one is (clue: forced, urged) to vote in an election. 

………………………… 

8- An official cannot (clue: come next) to the presidency if he does not meet the 

Constitutional requirements. ………………………….. 
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B-Spelling: 

        
            1. Choose the correct choice for every question. 

 

 

 

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 
1. 

(D)  allou (C) alow (B)  ellow (A) allow  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 
2. 

(D)  besow (C)  bistow (B) bestow (A) beestow  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 
3. 

(D) coward (C) cowward (B) cowerd (A)  coword  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 4. 

(D) dowting (C) doubting (B)  douting (A)  doubtting  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 5. 

(D) roudy (C)  rowdie (B) rowdy (A)  rowddy  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 
6. 

(D) pover (C)  power (B)  poerr (A)  powwer  

sh__wer (Complete the word with the correct letter).  7 

(D)  f (C)  e (B) o (A)  r  

law__er (Complete the word with the correct letter). 8. 

(D)  y (C)  o (B) l (A)  p  

fa__cet (Complete the word with the correct letter). 9. 

(D) v (C)  f (B)  u (A)  c  

re__el(Complete the word with the correct letter). 10. 

(D)o (C)  e (B) w (A)  b  

rese__rch  (Complete the word with the correct letter). 11. 

(D)  a (C) q (B)  i (A)  u  

pro__est (Complete the word with the correct letter). 12. 

(D) m (C) t (B) k  (A) n  
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2. Sort the words according to their sounds: 

counting – loyal – applause – shower- oil – thoughtful- allow – boiling - falling 

 
          

 

 

 

Choose the word with the /ou/ 

 

 

13. 

(D) stawt (C) grouchy (B)  turmoil (A) bawl  

Choose the word with the /o/ 14. 

(D) foundation (C)  lawyer (B)  allow (A) encounter  

Choose the word with the /oi/ 15. 

(D)boiling (C) foul (B) scrawny (A)  power  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 
16. 

(D)  escuse (C) exxcuse (B)  excusse (A) excuse  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 
17. 

(D) refuse (C)  rifuse (B) reffuse (A) refuze  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 
18. 

(D) insertt (C) insert (B) incert (A)  inssert  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 19. 

(D) commbet (C) coumbet (B)  combet (A) combat  

Which of the following spelling word is spelled correctly? 20. 

(D) presunt (C) present   (B) pressent (A) prezent  

/oi/ /ou/ /o/ 
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3. Write the spelling word that can replace the bolded underlined 

words in each sentence: 

 

flowless – grouchy – boundary- trousers- laundry 

 
1. The skunk walked along the border of their property. __________ 

2. Carlos had trouble getting the smell out of his pants. ___________ 

3. Carlos’ skunk-trapping idea was nearly perfect. ___________ 

4. I don’t know why he was in a bad mood yesterday. ___________ 

5. Carlos, there’s a huge pile of dirty clothes in the corner. __________ 

 
4. Write a spelling word that goes with the other two words: 

 

August – shower – grown up – bestow – lawyer  

 

1. adult, parent ___________ 

2. soap, bath __________ 

3. teacher, doctor __________ 

4. September, December __________ 

5. give, donate ___________ 
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C-Grammar: 
Question 1: (Multiple Choice): 

                Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

 She had a good idea. (Choose the personal pronoun). 1. 

(D) idea (C) good (B) she (A) had  

She is writing homework for her teacher. (Choose the personal pronoun) 2. 

(D) her (C)  homework (B) writing (A) She  

One day they saw a big lion. (Choose the personal pronoun) 3. 

(D) big (C)  they (B)  saw (A) lion  

Ali's face showed that he was upset. (Choose the personal pronoun) 4. 

(D) Ali's (C)  that (B)  was (A) he  

The boy has named it Dosdedos. The object pronoun is: 5. 

(D) boy (C) named  (B) it (A)  dosdedos  

 We had learnt this lesson before. The subject pronoun is: 6. 

(D) this (C) learnt (B)  had (A) We   

These clothes are dirty Ahmad had to take ……………... off. 7. 

(D)  them (C) her (B) him  (A)  it  

At home Sama left …………. shoes at the back door. (Choose the correct possessive pronoun) 8. 

(D) has (C) his (B)  her (A) it  

 Ali wants the teacher to pay attention to……………. 9. 

(D) him (C)  her (B) it (A)   them  

…………. have known each other for a long time. 10. 

(D) I  (C)  They (B) She (A)  He  

 He believe that voting is important. (choose the correct form of incorrect verb)  11. 

(D) believer (C)  is believe (B)  believes (A)  believing  

It form the basis of our school system. (Choose the correct form of incorrect verb)  12. 

(D) form (C) are form (B) forming (A) forms  

She want to eat lot of candies. (choose the correct form of incorrect verb) 13. 

(D)  wants (C) want (B) went (A)  wanting  

School groups are active, they tries to participate a lot. (Choose the correct form of 

incorrect verb) 

14. 

(D) is tried 

 

(C)  try (B) trying (A) tries  

They has animals in each corner. (correct all errors in pronoun-verb agreement)  15. 

(D) did (C)  has (B) does (A)  have  
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It am an elephant. (correct all errors in pronoun-verb agreement) 16. 

(D) did (C) does (B) is (A) are  

They like their cat because it are smart and brave. (correct all errors in pronoun-

verb agreement) 

17.  

( D ) did (C) is (B) does (A) am  

They completes the most laps. (choose the correct form of incorrect verb) 18.  

(D) completes (C) is complete ( B) complete  (A) completion  

She rest after every ten laps. (choose the correct form of incorrect verb) 19.  

(D) resting (C) rest ( B) is rested ( A) rests  

We trains for swimming meets. (choose the correct form of incorrect verb) 20. 

(D) train (C) training ( B) is train (A) trains  

 The girl is wearing _______ coat. (Choose the correct adjective) 21, 

(D) sweet (C) tall (B) long (A) juicy  

Jeddah is a ___________ city. (Choose the correct adjective) 22. 

(D) red (C)  beautiful (B) good looking (A) pretty  

There is ______ big window. (Choose the correct word) 23. 

(D) few (C)  a (B)  many (A) two  

There are  ______ computers in the computer lab. (Choose the correct word) 24. 

(D) one (C)  an (B)  many (A) a  

 
Question 2:   

A. Correct each underlined pronoun and write the correct pronoun on the line.  
 

1. As Carlos and Gloria walked down the road, them saw Dos Dedos. 

…………………….. 
2. "Me will catch Dos Dodos," Carlos said. ………………………. 
3. Carlos's clothes smelled terrible; in fact the smell of they was unbearable. 

……………………. 
4. When his mother came into the kitchen, her noticed the smell. ……………………… 

5. Carlos did not want to talk about the smell, so him slipped out the back. 

……………………… 

6. At dinner his parents said, "Us think Carlos is unusually quiet." ………………………. 
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B.Choose whether the underlined pronoun is a subject or object pronoun.  

 

1. Carlos forgot to clean his shoes, so they smelled very bad. (Subject pronoun – 

Object pronoun). 

2. "Papa, I think we should go home now," whispered Carlos. (Subject pronoun – 

Object pronoun) 

3. He did hear Gloria calling to him. (Subject pronoun – Object pronoun) 

4. Carlos was embarrassed by the smell of his shoes; everyone could smell them. 

(Subject pronoun – Object pronoun) 

C.  Read each sentence. On the lines provided, write the correct form of each 

incorrect verb.  

1. John Pike walks around Las Vegas as he ask his neighbors to vote. …………………… 

2. As citizens in a democracy, we agrees. ……………………… 

3. She want to encourage all citizens to vote. …………………………… 

4. Political groups are active; they tries to register new voters. ………………………. 
 

D. Rewrite each sentence. Correct all errors in pronoun-verb agreement.  

1. Our country has two major political parties; they is the Democratic party  

and the Republican party.  

2. They has animals that represent each party.  

3. The Democrats have their animal; it are a donkey.  

4. The Republicans have theirs, too; it am an elephant.  

  

E. Read the sentences.  

I- Fill in each blank with an abbreviation from the list.  

. 

 

1. The capital of the United States is Washington, ………………. 
2. Polls open as early as 7 ………………. 
  

II- Write the abbreviation for any word that can be abbreviated.  

 

3. The president is inaugurated in January. ………………. 
4. My neighbor, Mister Adams, volunteers on Election Day. ……………….. 
5. Many people volunteer, including Doctor Peterson. ………………….. 
6. Her Office is always dosed for a few hours in early November. ………………… 

 

 

 

Mr.   Dr.    Jan.   Nov.    D.C.      A.M 
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Q 1: Fill in the organizer 

 

 

Now, write a descriptive paragraph on your mother  

________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________  
 
 
Q2. Write a paragraph describing your house. 
 
 

 

________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________  
 
 

world-best place -living room-kitchen-bedroom-rooms-beautiful, spacious -small-big :Help Box 

Help box: Precious- beautiful- good looking- loving- caring- cooking- baking- need- pray  
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Question 3:  (True or False) 

Put  Ⓣ True if the words make  a  sentence or Ⓕ False if the sentence is 

wrong. 

     

D- Reading Comprehension:      

1. Who are the characters in the passage? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. How would you describe ‘Tricia Ann’ ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

     2- Fill in the blank:  

1. Finally she made it to __________ __________. 

2. Her grandmother wanted her to act _________. 
 

1) Homographs are words that are spelled the same way but have 

different meaning. 

T F 

2) 'permuits' is spelled correctly.  T F 

3) The prefix –dis- means showing, full of. T F 

4) Disrespectful means rude or failure to show respect. T F 

5)  His is a subject pronoun. T F 

6) The word powder has the 'ou' sound. T F 

7) Arroyo is a Spanish word for stream or creek. T F 

8) Authors have no purpose for writing. T F 

9) Them went to Makkah. T F 

10) Rowdy is spelled correctly. T F 

11)  Compelled means forced or driven to action. T F 

12)  I take shouer every day. T F 

13)  She spends most of her time watching T.V. T F 

14)  Maria won the spelling content. T F 

15)  Restart means to start again. T F 
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Read the story and answer the questions. 

 

 

 

 

  1- Why do animals camouflage? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2- Give a suitable title to the above passage. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

     3- Fill in the blank:  

 

1. Animals use _________ to protect themselves. 

2. A leaf butterfly has _______ that looks like leaves. 

 

 

Grade 6                                                                       English Language Teachers 
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